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What’s happened Autumn 2020

Foundation Bears
Kiana has learnt how to play
hide and seek. She loves
getting her friends to join in.
Kiana’s balancing is wonderful,
she thinks gymnastics is
exciting.

Kymani is looking forward
to Christmas Day! He has
liked making all the
different Christmas crafts.
Kymani is so proud to have
started to read and spell
words.

Mikhail loved making a
clay pinch pot for his
Diwali diva.
He is happy he knows
some 2D shapes and can
sign the names!

Denzel enjoyed learning about
the Sikh religion.
Denzel is so creative and has
loved all the art lessons. He
knows how to mix two colours
to make a new colour.

What’s Happened:
Year 1 Dolphins

I liked learning about what
animals eat. We created our
own food chains.

I enjoyed doing dance. We
learnt how to turn and kick
and jump.

I enjoyed painting. I painted
my hands and printed them
to make my picture.

I liked learning how to make a
slider for our DT topic
‘Moving Pictures’.

I had fun doing gymnastics. I won
the medal for the most improved
for my balances and rolls.

What’s Happened:
Year 2 Badgers

I enjoyed signing the
I liked the
firework art.

I learnt to cut and

poppy poem.

paste in computing.

Red and blue
makes purple.

I like the feely

I like the Teddy

pots in RE.

Bear roll in
gymnastics.

I liked dressing
up for Children in
Need day.

I like mixing the
colours.

What’s Happened:Autumn B 2021
Year 3 Meerkats
I enjoyed creating
my Firework
picture for
Bonfire night!

I enjoyed
looking at the
Rama and Sita
puppets in R.E.

I liked playing

I liked singing

Mary in our

‘Away in a

Christmas show!

Manger’ for the
Christmas show!

I liked doing role
play about the
story of Rama
and Sita. I was
Rama!

I enjoyed eating an
orange to help me
think of exciting
adjectives.

I enjoyed learning about
and creating my own body
percussion in music. I
liked performing it in
class.

I really enjoyed
gymnastics. I
won the
competition and
got a medal!

I enjoyed looking
at the resources
in the Sikh box in
R.E

I enjoyed learning ASL
for my family. This is
me signing Mum!

What’s Happened:
Year 4 Hedgehogs
I liked finding 2D shapes in our
playground.
I liked playing
traditional African
instruments.

I enjoyed telling a story
with puppets.

I enjoyed making salt
dough ornaments.

I liked mixing colours
and making a sunset
picture.

I enjoyed making a
snowman.

What’s Happened: Aut B 2020
Year 4 Monkeys
I liked learning about
Hanukkah and making
II

Menorah biscuits

I have enjoyed
II
learning about
money

in maths.

I liked improving my
counting. II

I liked learning about

teeth and how
II drinks
change our teeth.

I have enjoyed going
to forest school.

I liked improving my
painting skills.

What’s Happened:
Year 5 Crocodiles

I liked learning
how to do
Morris Dancing.

I really liked painting
in the style of
Vincent Van Gogh.

I enjoyed
playing on the
hammock in
Forest School.

I enjoyed
making pizza
in Forest
School.

I liked our art

lessons.

I really liked
taking part in the
Gymnastics
Festival and
English.

I enjoyed
decorating the
Christmas
Tree.

What’s Happened: Autumn B 2020
Year 6 Tigers
I loved learning about Van Gogh in art. I painted
Starry Night on canvas for our school art gallery
competition.

I loved studying and making fossils and
learning about dinosaurs in science.
Dinosaurs are my favourite thing!

I loved using Scratch to create computer algorithms. I
created my own Sprite and programmed it!

I learnt my three and four times tables in maths.
I’m working on my six times table now!

I loved rehearsing the Christmas play. I
learn how to do country dancing and
performed to camera as a narrator. It was
really fun!

